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BIOFEEDBACK IS A TOOL

Biofeedback testimonials are common. We have done everything possible to make this a worthy 
experience for the clinician and the client. Nevertheless failures still occur. Sometimes patients 
are confused by the technology surrounding biofeedback. The confusion can generate anxiety 
and lead to boredom or frustration. That is because biofeedback is a tool, not a treatment.

NEUROBEHAVIORAL LEARNING IS A PROCESS

It is important to anticipate client confusion by emphasizing that training starts with internal 
awareness, not 'biofeedback'. The emphasis should be on shaping internalized neurobehavioral 
learning itself; biofeedback should be considered one of many tools to help encourage that 
learning. Biofeedback is a tool; learning is the process.

The peripheral physiological signal biofeedback programs progress from simple to complex. They 
are designed to be mastered one by one. For self tutoring, we recommend mastering with the 
first set of programs before moving to more complex programs. You will find that the programs 
follow a general structure that is repeated as programs become more and more complex.

The peripheral biofeedback programs come in many different variations.

2a1- Interrupt Relax Breath and Warm.

     The first program is meant to be used both self and patient instructional.

2a2- Somatic Feedback- EMG, TEMP & SC Only.

      Basic feedback screens, no text instructions.

2b2- Heart Rate Variability Feedback- HR & Respiration Only.

       Basic HRV screens, no text instructions.

3a2- Gevirtz's Somatic + Heart Rate Variability Feedback.

       Dr. Gevirtz's basic protocols. No photofill, simple feedback.

3d2- Full Somatic + Heart Rate Variability Feedback.

       Combines 2a2 and 2b2. Once you learn the basic programs should just use this program.
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COMMON ELEMENTS
Before we look at individual programs, there are some common elements and conventions that 
you should be aware of.

SETUP TOOLBAR: DUAL ON, PRINTER ON

Be sure to check the top toolbar on the startup screen. Make sure to VIEW all Bars, and that the 
OPTIONS selected are Dual On, Print On, and complete the Print Screen setup. CALIBRATION is 
not needed for the C2 Plus.

  

BE PATIENT: LET IT LOAD

When you select an application, the program naturally hesitates while it communicates with the 
C2 Plus and draws all the elements of the screen. It will appear unresponsive until done.  This is 
normal. Do not try to hurry it. Do not change to another screen until all the elements of the cur
rent screen are completed.

APPLICATIONS ALWAYS START WITH IMPEDANCE, NOT SIGNAL

The application screen has a top toolbar with tabs.
Every application defaults to the left tab on startup. The tab shows the impedance screen.

PROCEED LEFT TO RIGHT UNTIL THE START SCREEN.

The first four top tabs are used to check signals, set up feedback options and run sessions.
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Be sure to proceed from left to right to check signals, select a protocol, and start a Task. A Task is 
a specific set of protocols and supporting screens. Protocols are sets of active signals pro
grammed for feedback.

CHECK FOR HIDDEN TABS, TOO

Some tabs are hidden. View hidden tabs via the drop down tab arrows between tabs. 

IGNORE "Click here to activate recording" UNTIL AFTER STARTING A TASK.

You will see ‘Click here is activate recording’ at the bottom of all screens, but this is not always 
true. While setting up a task, ignore these prompts. After you have started from a Task Button on 
the Task Screen, you use this toolbar.

 

ALWAYS START FROM A TASK BUTTON.

 To start, bring up Tab Three, the Start Task screen and click on a Task Button. This will start re
cording, turn on the feedback sound, and go to the feedback screen.
Once recording is activated from a Start Task Button, you can advance subsequent screens by 
tapping the bottom ‘… activate recording...’ toolbar.
Is this a glitch in the system? Yes, this is a glitch in the general program that is not logical, and 
will be fixed later.

DEFAULT SESSION LENGTH IS MODIFIABLE

Default session length is about 20 or 25 minutes. This means 20 or 25 minutes of recording. 
Want to increase or decrease the length of a session? Click on the Session Length Button in the 
lower left corner of the main screen while the program is running.

  

It starts with recording and counts down in seconds remaining. A click on the arrow changes the 
time remaining by 20 or 30 seconds, depending on the application. If you want to end a session, 
click the Session Length Button down to zero.

EVENT MARKER BUTTON:

Every active screen has a special event button.
   

 Press the Up button to increase and the Down button to decrease. We recommend using it to 
mark the intensity of an event, internal or external. For example, “How much anxiety do you ex
perience now, on a scale from one to five?”
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You may find a screen like this. Use it to mark an event and show it to the client without any 
physiology. It is simpler for them to understand. The screen is not required for feedback.

DUAL SCREENS are linked to MAIN SCREENS.

So when you select a main screen from the top tab, a dual screen is simultaneously activated. 
The dual screen shows only what is needed for feedback; the main screen shows all the control 
buttons and other information, like the event button, and all the physiology.

SELECT PHOTOFILL GAME PICTS FROM DUAL SCREEN ONLY

Select a Main Screen Mosaic. The accompanying Dual Screen has the Mosaic Photofill default 
image. To change to a different image, highlight the dual screen where you want to replace the 
image. The GAME PICTS icon turns light blue.
Click on it to open the
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Click on the box with three dots and select a new folder. Got one? DOUBLE CLICK to bring it up 
and activate them. Close any remaining instruction windows and proceed. Remember, the pic
tures require both a running session and a new, positive feedback event to start. The Photos usu
ally start immediately. If they no dot, temporarily invert, then return to the ABOVE/BELOW TH 
button to start.

FEEDBACK: ACTIVE FEEDBACK SIGNALS ON LEFT; INACTIVE SIGNALS ON RIGHT

Main Screens show the active (FDBK on) control box or boxes on the left, and the inactive (FDBK 
OFF) control box or boxes on the right.

Here EMG FEEDBACK is set up properly.

ADVANTAGE: You always know if the settings are set up correctly for that screen.
DISADVANTAGE: It is your responsibility to make sure the control boxes are indeed properly 
switched for that screen.
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If you wish, you may start with one screen and change to another as often as you wish. Just 
make sure the signal’s Control Box on the left of the screen is active and the other signal Control 
Boxes on the right are inactive.

EXIT SCREEN

When this screen comes up, the session is over. You MUST exit and then SAVE the data.
If you then need additional time, run a new session.
Sorry, you cannot just resume recording once you see this screen.

2a1- Interrupt Relax Breath and Warm.
This program is unique. It is meant to be used to train different relaxation techniques.
1. SC-based ‘thought interruption’, or what we call ‘Stop, Look Inside and Listen’.
2. EMG-based muscle tension reduction.
3. Temperature-based finger-warming relaxation.
4. Respiration-based Easy Breathing relaxation.
5. Compound multi-modal relaxation, combining  EMG, Temperature, SC and Respiration.

Impedance Check
Here is the first screen. The black boxes on top tell you where the hook ups must go.  In this 
case, all three sensors go into one input, Input A, on the far left of the C2 Plus box.  You do not 
need to disconnect any other sensors for inputs C or D for the C2 Plus 12. However the other 
sensors do not need to be attached.
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Not the upper TAB BAR. Applications always start with the left-most tab and the default screen.

TAB BAR

You should be able to navigate the application using the Tabs on the top row. Go to Tab 2.
2. Check Signal Waveforms

Go to Tab 3.

SELECT PROTOCOL
NOTE: DO NOT USE THE "Click here to active recording." This is a glitch.
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There are two ways to set up protocols.
1.Activate feedback manually.

On the upper right of each signal’s Control Box is an ON/OFF toggle button. Turn on the 
signals you want for feedback, and turn off all the others.

2. Activate feedback from preset program protocols.
On the bottom toolbar you will see a Square Dimpled Icon to the right of the EXIT Icon.

Click on the Settings Icon to bring up the protocols:
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Click on a protocol.
If you want to use the protocol, it needed to be imported into the program. Click on the Import 
Button.
Be careful: DO NOT EXPORT.
                  DO NOT DELETE.
> Once deleted, you cannot recover a Setting
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IMPORT the protocol and continue.

SELECT TASK

In this case, SC is activated, so you would chose the Orange Button to start.

Depending on the Task, pressing a button will take you to a screen.
It will also automatically start recording and turn on the speaker.
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Each session defaults to 20 minutes, a time that can be increased or decreased using an 
up/down button set on the lower left of the screens.

SIDEBAR: Clicking on a Task also labels the session in Data Management.
For example, Clicking on SC [above] automatically provides a label on in all Report Screens:
DESENSITIZATION-SC Arousal FB

EMG TASK

Be sure to shape the response. Usually tense muscles take about 10 minutes to release an extra 
10%.
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SC TASK- Stop, Look and Listen

The task is to detect very early signs of stress caused by thoughts and decide if you really need 
the thought to be associated with so much arousal. Usually the answer is no, in the moment.
Think about a recent stressful event or emotion.
             Choose a mild one for now.
1. Interrupt the stressful thought within 5 seconds (STOP).
2. Where you feel it? [LOOK INSIDE]
3. DECIDE: Do you need that tension NOW? [LISTEN & DECIDE].
Repeat the same thought 3 times, pausing in between. 

This is also for pleasant thoughts.  Try an Exciting Event, too.

TEMPERATURE TASK

This provides possible formats for hand warming.
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RESPIRATION TASK

Make sure the client is comfortable.

COMBO TASKS

Combo One: EMG TEMP SC

Combo Two: EMG TEMP SC RESPIRATION
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Same as above but adds respiration.

Combo Three: Invert Bars

See the next section to find out about Invert Bars.

DATA MANAGEMENT
SC
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EMG

TEMP

RESP
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Calm Relax Warm

Technical Screens
Score Rate and Events

EVENTS
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Active/Inactive Channels

2a2- Somatic Feedback- EMG, TEMP & SC Only.

The Impedance and Check Signal screens are similar, except that Respiration is omitted. EMG is 
plugged in to the Extension Box on the Temp-SC cable. The cable is plugged in to Input A.

SELECT PROTOCOL
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NOTE: DO NOT USE THE "Click here to active recording." This is a glitch.

There are usually two ways to set up protocols.
1.Activate feedback manually.
2.Activate feedback from preset program protocols.

That is right! For this application, the protocols are blank. All protocols should be adjusted 
manually, to get some experience in how to turn on one signal and turn off another.

So, manually adjust your settings. For example, turn on the SC, and turn off EMG and Temp.
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When a signal is turned on [FDBK ON], the bar below the signal turns yellow.

Next, go to the top TAB TOOLBAR and select the next tab, III. SELECT TASK.

III. SELECT TASK.

AGAIN, DO NOT PRESS THE BOTTOM TAB, “Click here to activate recording.”

Select a task compatible with the Active Feedback Signals.
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Depending on the Task, pressing a button will take you to a task-specific screen.
It will also automatically start recording and turn on the speaker.
Each session defaults to 20 minutes, a time that can be increased or decreased using an 
up/down button set on the lower left of the screens.

NOTE: If you wish, you may start with one screen and change to another as often as you wish. 
Just make sure the signal’s Control Box on the left of the screen is active and the other signal 
Control Boxes on the right are inactive.
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EMG TASKS–

This EMG screen is set up correctly. It is an EMG FEEDBACK screen, and the EMG Control Box, on 
the left side, is on [FDBK ON], and Temp and SC feedback is off [FDBK OFF].

Temperature TASKS
This screen is set up correctly. It is a TEMP FEEDBACK screen, and the TEMP Control Box, on the 
left side, is on [FDBK ON], and EMG and SC feedback is off [FDBK OFF].
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Another TEMP Screen.

Another TEMP Screen.

COMMENT: Temperature training makes use of special screens that give feedback when 
temperature is warming, and is silent when temperature drops.

Fahrenheit-Centigrade Button

The toggle button   switches the display units between Fahrenheit and Centigrade.  The 

setting you are using when you exit a session is saved until you manually change it. 

Temperature Displays
Temperature can be represented in the following display formats line graph, rainbow fill graph, 
scrolling chart, bar graph, scrolling history bar, and numerical display formats. 
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Master Control Box

Temperature training is set up using this Master Temperature Control Box. There is no 
need for you to make any adjustments. Feedback for Temperature is automated: 
Feedback is given during warming, but not during cooling or staying at the same 
temperature.

TEMP Graph

A line graph display with a Temperature signal scrolling from left.

Differential TEMP Graph
A single line graph with two Temperature signals, one with differential temperature.
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OTHER DISPLAYS:

SKIN CONDUCTANCE FEEDBACK:

Skin Conductance Feedback remains part of today’s computerized feedback systems.  
ADVANTAGE: SC is clinically useful as an index of general autonomic arousal.
DISADVANTAGE: Cholinergic-based medications however will dampen SC responsivity. We 
recommend using [Differential] Change SC feedback to overcome medication and individual 
reactivity problems.
 Differential or ‘burst’ SC detection is a special signal derived from the original SC signal. 
Differential or Burst SC feedback detects rapid changes in SC and magnifies small changes to 
make it a larger signal. Small fast bursts [shifts] are detected, and are associated with physical or 
emotional arousal.
KEY POINT: SC training makes use of special screens that give feedback when SC is rising, and is 
silent when SC drops.
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Select A SC Protocol:

PROTOCOLS:  Make sure your protocol is in the training direction - either ABOVE or BELOW 
Threshold - not both.
SC Protocols are imbedded within most programs. Select either SC-Up or SC-Down Training.

Master Control Box:

SC training is set up using this Master SC Control Box. There is no need for you to make 
any adjustments. Feedback for SC is automated: Feedback is given during warming, but 
not during cooling or staying at the same temperature.

Skin Conductance and Skin Resistance Displays
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Skin conductance is more commonly used to record data and display baseline information. 

The scale for all Skin Resistance signals is in KOhms.  For Skin Conductance displays the scale is in 
MicroOhms.

•For more information about the Sensor Test Screen, please see “Ensuring a Good Connection” 
in the “Overview of the Software Interface” Section.

SC Screens
This screen is set up correctly. It is a SC FEEDBACK screen, and the SC Control Box, on the left 
side, is on [FDBK ON], and EMG and TEMP feedback is off [FDBK OFF].
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Here is another SC Screen.

And another SC Screen.
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EMG, SC and TEMP
Combination Feedback is Highly Effective.

This Screen combines signals for advanced feedback.

Another Screen.
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Invert Bars Screen.

Some users prefer this graph.
It makes use of the ON/OFF ‘INVERT’ BUTTOM on the bottom of the CONTROL BOX. When the 
INVERT signal is off, the Invert graph is inactive; the signal bar moves up with the signal. When 
the INVERT signal is ON, the signal bar moves down as the signal increases. The bar is 
automatically recentered by the threshold, so it appears as bidirectional.
The INVERT BUTTON OPTION is for advanced users only.
See the PhysioLab manual for details.

DATA MANAGEMENT

EMG, SC and TEMP REPORT GENERATOR:

Here we have two signals. You can identify if EMG, Temp or SC or some combination were active 
for feedback by looking at the Active Feedback indicators. Then choose a Screen that features 
the signal or signals you were training:

Select MANAGE DATA.
Select name and Application. Highlight date. Select VIEW.

The Report Generator Graphic Interface pops up:
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EMG + Fatigue

Temp

SC
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EMG Temp SC

EMG, Differential Temp and SC

These screens are technical, not meant for clients:
Rate of Success
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Rate of Success with Active Components.

Active Components for Feedback.
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For hints on fine-tuning reports, see the Report section in the PhysioLab manual.
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2b2- Heart Rate Variability Feedback- HR & Respiration Only

RESPIRATION FEEDBACK

Respiration is part of all complex applications. Here we describe one example of its use.

Attach the belt at the point of maximum lower respiratory movement, usually at about the belly 
button. Allow the client to place it on themselves after you demonstrate on yourself the proper 
placement.

Adjust the connector by attacking the ends, then pulling the tab end outward at a 90 degree 
angle to the waist. Have them tighten and shrink their stomach in. Then tighten again. The belt 
should not be loose at minimum volume.
It is not necessary to put the belt on skin. It attaches easily on top of a shirt or blouse or other 
loose clothing.
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Select Protocol:

Start with simple Respiration Up Training (inhale feedback).
Switch to HR-Up [acceleration] Training.
Combine both as in 05 above.

Master Respiration Control Box
Respiration training is set up using this Master Respiration Control Box. There is no need 
for you to make any adjustments. Feedback for Respiration is automated: Feedback is 
given during inhaling, but not during exhaling or staying at the same.

Respiration Line Graph
The respiration waveform displayed in a line graph has a 0-1000 scale used to depict the relative 
stretch of the respiration sensor belt. This signal may be displayed within in the following display 
formats:
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A single respiration waveform may appear in a single line graph

A respiration signal may appear in combination with other types of signals as in the HR Up 
combo display here.

Breathing Pattern

Three different signals are displayed on this screen – a blue/orange breathing pacer, an 
aqua respiration wave form, and a red heart rate variability wave form. 
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The effect of correct breathing can be easily observed as an increase in heart rate variability and 
an increase in synchrony between the HR waveform and the Respiration signal. 

The HR signal can be hidden with the Show/Hide button if just the pacer and Respiration signal 
are desired.

Adjusting the Breathing Pacer

To adjust the breathing pacer, click on the small green box near the top of your 
screen next to the word “Pattern”.  The white dot that appears indicates that 
the breathing pattern signal has been selected.  The buttons in the left hand 
signal control bar are used to modify all signals on all screens.  By selecting 
“Pattern” you have assigned the signal control bar to the breathing pattern 
signal so that you can modify it.  Click on the Modify Settings button    

In the Breath Parameter box, adjust the target breath rate and inhalation time.  
These are expressed as percentages of the total breath time, with the sum of 
inhale time, inhale hold, exhale time and exhale hold equal to 100%.  By 
adjusting the inhale time the exhale time automatically adjusts, and adjusting 
the exhale time automatically alters the inhale time.  Also notice the changes 

in the wave form.  Click on the small x in the upper right hand corner of the Breath Parameter 
window to close it.

BPM Bar Graph
Physiolab detects the completed respiration cycle, re-calculates the BPM (Breaths Per Minute) 
each cycle and displays the result as a vertical bar graph.

BPM Numerical Display
Physiolab includes BPM as a digital value in Numerical Displays on screens where is may be of 
value but is not the main signal of interest.
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HR- FEEDBACK

HR
The Heart Rate signal reflects beats per minute and is recalculated and updated in the display on 
each beat.  No averaging is performed. This produces a heart rate waveform display which is a 
good graphical representation of HRV (Heart Rate Variability).  This HR signal is used in line graph 
displays along with the Respiration waveform so that the impact of correct breathing on HRV can 
be easily observed as (1.) increases in variability in the HR waveform and in (2.) increased 
synchrony between the HR and Respiration waveforms. 
Examples are pictured in the HR+Resp1+Resp2 display in the “Overview of Screens and Displays” 
and under “Breathing Pattern” in the discussion “Respiration Displays” above.
The Breathing Pattern screen has a unique way of displaying HR that differs from the standard 
graph display. When a new heartbeat occurs, its value in beats per minute is plotted as a square 
dot and a line is drawn from each previous beat to each new beat, producing a graphing point 
display.
The Heart Rate signal is also found in bar displays (Pictured in the second Check Signals screen 
example in the “Overview of Screens and Displays” section) and in digital displays (Pictured 
under “Numerical Displays” above).

Min-Max HR   [also known as HRV_30]
This is a display of heart rate variability averaged over 30 seconds.  The software measures the 
minimum and maximum heart rate values for 30 seconds, then averages the difference of these 
values and displays them in a line graph. HRV_30 is a good graphical display of increasing or 
decreasing HRV trends.

NOTE: HR and Resp Displays are auto-threshold - they will automatically scale and center the 
signal if you are patient - wait about 1 minute for the signals to stabilize.

The Key to HR FEEDBACK:
The more beeps in a row, the larger the HR wave.
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When HR increases, you see a colored bar.
When HR decreases you see a red line.
Each increasing beat triggers a brief ”beep."
The more beeps in a row, the larger the HR wave.
Instruct the client to see how many beeps they can make in a row [no pauses].

--------------------EXAMPLE HR WAVE --------------------------
This is an example of how HR can be trained to cycle. Note how Heart Rate moves up 
and down.

How it works: The HR Master Control window is set to 'auto-threshold' HR.
If HR rises faster than the threshold is preset to update, the HR signal goes ABOVE TH and 
feedback is given. When HR falls, it falls faster than the threshold can update, and feedback is 
off.
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Check ECG Signal:
ECG: The electro cardiogram is picked up as a signal across the chest, reflecting a rhythmic 
cyclical discharge from heart muscle. Do not expect to get ECG signals from you equipment that 
are identical to a medical ECG- placements are different.
Do however place the positive on the left and the negative on the right to keep the wave 
upright. Ground can go on the wrist or other placement.

This is a good ECG with no artifact.

This ECG has a peak at 60 Hz. Line voltage is being radiated nearby. Check your impendence and 
the operation of high voltage lights or machinery.

If you get an unexpected reading on an HRV display, you can use the raw ECG signal to evaluate 
whether the anomaly is due to EMG artifact, indistinct R-wave, or missing or premature beats. 
Individual physiology may vary and some individuals may have an indistinct R-wave point in their 
ECG signal. The software needs to be able to detect the R-wave in order to calculate the IBI 
(Inter-Beat Interval) for HRV displays. If heart rate tracking appears to be unreliable, try a right 
ankle, left wrist placement with either gel-free or disposable electrodes instead of wrist-to-wrist 
placement.

What is HRV?

Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback is being taught is a variety of formats.  Definitions do vary.
Some use HRV to refer just to the Min vs. Max HR difference, and train to find techniques that 
will elicit the biggest 'difference.' This is particularly true when the detection instrument for HR 
is an unregulated finger-sensor photophlysmograph. Since the market is flooded with these 
devices, a large segment of the biofeedback users see HRV and Min-Max HRV. And technically 
they are right. It was originally a peak-to-trough difference in HR.
Others have extended HRV feedback to require a DFT spectral display. DFT band Low Frequency 
is seen as the band to elevate, as it is widely taught that LF elevations reflect autonomic balance. 
Derived signals like LF/HF ratios and the mysterious VLF wave is also taught as an important 
target for any kind of 'HRV' biofeedback.
To add to the confusion is how to link the 'HR wave' [min-max HR] to the respiration wave, and 
still call it 'HRV feedback.'

In this manual, we will try to reduce confusion by using separate terminology for these different 
kinds of feedback:
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 DFT
The DFT (Discrete Frequency Transform) display is a spectral display for HR with a horizontal 
scale of 0 -.4 Hz.  All the peaks at different frequencies in this display represent the power of 
different rhythms present in the inter-beat interval (IBI) measurement.  The calculation always 
includes a fixed number of beats, either 64 or 128 beats depending upon the application, 
recalculated as each new IBI measurement is received.  For example, in a subject with a 
breathing rate of 6 breaths per minute (equaling one breath per 10 seconds = .1 cycles per 
second = .1 Hz) a cyclic variation of heart rate every ten seconds would occur.  This would result 
in a peak in the DFT display in the green area at .1 Hz on the scale.

The bands of color in the DFT display represent the frequency ranges of the Very Low Frequency 
(VLF), Low Frequency (LF), and High Frequency (HF) signals as follows:
VLF= 0 - .05 Hz
LF = .05 - .15 Hz
HF = .15 - .4 Hz
The total power of all frequencies is related to autonomic balance (for example, people suffering 
from depression tend to have lower total power).  VLF is thought to be influenced primarily by 
the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) with slight Parasympathetic, or Vagal, influence. The VLF 
value rises when people are intellectually engaged in activities such as thinking, worrying, or 
self-criticizing.  LF seems to be related to both SNS and Vagal activity associated with 
baroreceptor regulation. The goal of breathing training is to achieve a peak in the .08 to .12 
range of the LF band, allowing for variation in the breathing rate of the individual.  This peak 
indicates increased Vagal tone.  Respiration is a major influence over HF activity. Decreasing the 
breath rate causes this value to go down, while values of 10-24 breaths per minute cause the HF 
value to go up.

VLF, LF, HF
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The values for each of these signals, which represent the summation of 
power in a particular band,  are displayed at the top of each DFT display 
(shown above) and are also used in line graph displays (shown below), 
bar graph displays (left)and digital number displays.

SIDEBAR:
HRV Feedback: Refers strictly to the HR wave, the min-max HR.

RSA Feedback: Refers to the HR wave associated with easy breathing. Traditionally 
respiration was not recorded, so Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia should be restricted to 
simple HRV [min-max HR] feedback.

Spectral HRV Feedback. Refers to any feedback training involving watching the spectral 
DFT graph or the VLF, LF and/or HF bands.

CardioRespiratory Synchrony/Coherence: Refers strictly to the synchrony [timing] 
between HR acceleration and Inhaling. [If you like, it also refers to HR deceleration timed 
with the exhale as well].
Resonant Frequency Training. Refers to Paul Leher's protocol combining Breathing Pacer 
and Cardio-Respiratory Feedback. Spectral HRV is involved, too. Resonant Frequency 
Training is focused on the LF elevations and min-max HR.

ABOUT TRAINING USING HRV:
"HRV TRAINING' IS INTERACTIVE MINDFULNESS - ENGAGEMENT IS REQUIRED!
Many  HRV-linked feedback protocols do not emphasize watching screens, as much as they 
emphasize testing strategies to alter screen displays. This is different from more liner feedback 
models such as EMG. This means that the field of HRV-linked feedback has a variety of non-
biofeedback techniques used to alter these signals. We recommend you first learn these 
techniques from experts in the field, as these are properly not a part of a basic HRV user’s 
manual and require supervision and clinical skills from an expert.
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Cardio Respiratory Synchrony/Coherence: [CRS]: Refers strictly to the synchrony 
[timing] between HR acceleration and Inhaling. [If you like, it also refers to HR 
deceleration timed with the exhale as well].

"CRS" is probably the most useful tool for training HRV, because it gives feedback for 
both Respiration and HR waves. Adding the Breathing Pacer allows a quick technique to 
focus training.

.

When the green area peaks, you are in the Resonant Frequency.

SPECTRAL HRV FEEDBACK:

Spectral HRV Feedback. Refers to any feedback training involving watching the spectral DFT 
graph or the VLF, LF and/or HF bands. The first training goal is to raise LF, usually by slowing 
breathing. The second goal is to reduce VLF, using a variety of “thought stopping” and 
“mindfulness” techniques.
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DFT (Discrete Frequency Transform)

SIDEBAR:
The DFT display is a spectral display for HR with a horizontal scale of 0 -.4 Hz.  All 
the peaks at different frequencies in this display represent the power of 
different rhythms present in the inter-beat interval (IBI) measurement.  The 
calculation always includes a fixed number of beats. 64 beats are used in these 
applications. It is recalculated as each new IBI measurement is received.  For 
example, in a subject with a breathing rate of 6 breaths per minute (equaling 
one breath per 10 seconds = .1 cycles per second = .1 Hz) a cyclic variation of 
heart rate every ten seconds would occur.  This would result in a peak in the DFT 
display in the green area at .1 Hz on the scale.

The bands of color in the DFT display represent the frequency ranges of the Very 
Low Frequency (VLF), Low Frequency (LF), and High Frequency (HF) signals as 
follows:

VLF= 0 - .05 Hz

LF = .05 - .15 Hz

HF = .15 - .4 Hz

HR and Respiration Screen Options:

The number of options available depends on the screen.
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SIDEBAR:
 CHANGE SESSION LENGTH: Click on the up/down buttons on the ADJUST RECORDING TIME 
CONTROL.

You can make a session longer or shorter. An easy efficient way to end a session, is to click the 
Down button until it reaches ZERO [0] seconds. Recording stops and you can EXIT and SAVE.

MODIFY ON-TARGET SETTINGS:

CHANGE THE INHALE EXHALE CYCLE:

Bring up a Pacer Screen, and adjust breathing rate from the Target Breath Rate box:

FUNCTIONS:
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To PAUSE a screen: Toggle the freeze button. 

To Start A Game: Select a Mosaic Screen. Highlight the picture area. Click on 
the Game Picts Icon. Browse for Picture Folders. Apply.

To Test Learning: Choose a Blank screen. See if client can squeeze to threshold.

To Improve HR Wave patterns:  

Use the Rainbow Display to simulate graded intensity:
“Can you keep the double line climbing in the red zone for 5 seconds?”

To Use Frequency Spectra

This screen contains DFT frequency spectra.
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This screen also has frequency spectra, in the lower right side.

To use frequency spectra, make sure they relax and are breathing effortlessly.

DATA MANAGEMENT
View different screens from the top SCREEN TAB toolbar:

HR & Resp Report showing feedback types. In this case, feedback started with combined HR & 
Resp, and ended with HR feedback only. [The operator turned off Resp feedback at that point].

This Report screen shows HR, Resp, Max-Min HR, Dominant HRV frequency, and On Target 
events.
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This screen reminds you weather feedback was for Respiration, HR or both together.

HRV REPORT GENERATOR:
Select MANAGE DATA.
Select name and Application. Highlight date. Select VIEW.
The Report Generator Graphic Interface pops up:

The HRV component is shown in the third row down.
HF is a red line, LF is a green line, and VLF is a solid blue line.
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3a2- Gevirtz's Somatic + Heart Rate Variability Feedback.
 Dr. Gevirtz's basic protocols. No photofill, simple feedback.
This application was designed in conjunction with Dr. Gevirtz and Dr. Lehrer.
The feedback is continuous and direct.
SIDEBAR:  If you do not like the up-linked tones of the other HR-Respiration biofeedback 
applications, try this one.

Setup Screen

Make sure you connect the sensor cables correctly.

Check Signals

Start
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Start Breath Pacer

The default tone is for the Breath Pacer.

Start HR

The default tone here is for HR.

Start SC

The default tone here is for SC.
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Start Temp

The default tone here is for Temp.

Start EMG

The default screen here is for EMG.

DATA MANAGEMENT
Report Generator screens are straight forward.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
CRS/ RSA FEEDBACK IS DYNAMIC. This is a different kind of feedback than for EEG and EMG.
    * The subject is trained to make a wave, rather than achieve a static level of a signal.
    * HR FB is triggered when HR accelerates.
    * Resp FB is triggered when Resp. accelerates. This means FB is given during INHALE.
    * RSA FB is given ONLY when BOTH HR and Respiration accelerate together.
Movements, skipped beats and double beats are all detected in RSA feedback.

3d2- Full Somatic + Heart Rate Variability Feedback.
Combines 2a2 and 2b2. Once you learn the basic programs should just use this program.

Start here.
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Check Signals.

Select Protocol.
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Choose a Protocol.

Select Task.

Select a Task. You will be taken to one of these screens.
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Respiration Screens.
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HR Screens.
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HR-Respiration Screens – cardio-respiratory synchrony.

With Spectral Frequencies Sub-bands in 3D-Discrete Frequency Transform

Showing only the Spectral Frequencies Sub-bands in 3D
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HR-RESPIRATION Photofill.

EMG screens.
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EMG with spectral mean freq. and spectral median freq.

EMG shadow screen.

EMG Temp + SC screens.
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... with Photofill.

Temperature Screens.
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SC screens.
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Generic Photofill screen.

Events Marker Screen.

Data Management

These screens allow you to isolate specific signals, or combinations of signals.  

Respiration and HR screen. Active/Inactive FB Indicators
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EMG screen. . Active/Inactive FB Indicators

SC screen. . Active/Inactive FB Indicators

Temperature screen. . Active/Inactive FB Indicators
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EMG Temp & SC 1. . Active/Inactive FB Indicators

EMG Temp & SC 2: shows differentials or bursts only Active/Inactive FB Indicators
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EMG HR & Respiration. . Active/Inactive FB Indicators
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All Signals and Active/Inactive FB Indicators.

Success Rate.

Active/Inactive FB Indicators + Success Rate…
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. 

Active/Inactive FB Indicators
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APPENDIX

Archiving Session Data

Archiving is essential to back up your data files, to protect in case of computer failure, and to 
sort sessions together in a research project.

SIDEBAR: Archiving to a folder can be very beneficial for supervision.
You can email session data for a single client or a group of clients. 

One GB Maximum Limit   on stored data for all sessions.   
The archive function is critical housekeeping for your data.

After 1 GB of data is reached, the program 'dumps' the oldest files. ‘Dumped’ files cannot be 
retrieved.
As a caution, there is an automatic “warning” pop-up message when the data folder is reaching 
maximum, but do not rely on it.  When you have stored ½ gigabyte of data, you will start getting 
messages suggesting that you archive files.  It is important to respond to these prompts and 
archive data since you will not be able to access session data if the 1 gigabyte maximum 
database size is reached.

If you fail to remove your data and the 1 GB limit is reached, the data management system 
becomes unstable. It will likely save recent data, but deletes old data. IBI data, a special case, will 
likely be corrupted.

SOLUTIONS:

We recommend MOVING, ARCHEIVING, and COMPACTING your data weekly or monthly.

ALTERNATIVES: If the data is already very large, you may find it easier move the entire data.mdb 
file to a safe place, and start over.

 The program will build a new data.mbd file, ready for client names and data.  The old 
data.mdb file in a new directory is intact; it, too, can be reverse-archived. Open the Data 
Management file, and run and save a session to activate the new file. Then in Data 
Management, select ARCHIVE on the side menu. In ARCHIVE, upload old files from the 
old data.mdb file o the new one. When done, EXIT the application and restart it. The old 
data for that client is now stored in the new data.mdb file.

YOU CAN ARCHIVE DATA IN TWO WAYS:

•Archive by Backing up (archive by copying).

•Archive by Clearing (archive by moving).
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•Delete File:  You can also just ‘delete’ a file. Once deleted, you cannot retrieve a file.

All patient data is saved into the same Physiolab file, called data.mdb. 
FINDING data.mdb: To find it, use Windows Search: “data.mdb”.

To archive data, click Manage Data on the main entry menu, and then click Archive.

In the Archiving window, select a client alias name in the Main Database drop-down box.

Select an application that has data for the client in the top drop-down box. 

To select a target folder location for your archived files, click the small button to the right of the 
Archive textbox. 

Either select an archive file name in the Open window (if you have previously archived data) or 
browse to the folder location where you wish to create a new archive, type a new name in the 
“File name” box, like ‘stress profile-01.mdb,’ and click Open.  

You can choose to have a separate database file for each client or you can archive files by time 
period (quarterly, half-yearly, etc.)

Back in the Archiving window, click on the date of a session in the list to the left, and then click 
the right arrow to move it into the list of files to be archived. 

You can select and move all files in the list or you can pick and choose sessions by holding down 
the Control key while clicking on those you wish to archive.
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Finally, click Compact Databases to free up space in the Physiolab database, confirm by clicking 
yes, and click Close to exit the window.

COPY ONLY: You can copy a file for a colleague, and keep the original in data.mdb.

If you wish to copy a file into a new data location, while leaving the original file in place, follow 
the procedure for archiving files, but click the Copy dot before you click the right arrow to move 
files into the right side of the Archiving window (This does not free up space in the data.mdb 
file). Click Close to exit the window.

MOVE BACK: You may receive a file from a colleague. To view it, transfer the file back using 
Archive window. At any time you can move archived files back into the original Physiolab 
database to view them.  Follow the same procedure for archiving files, but select archived 
sessions in the right side of the Archiving window and use the left arrow to move them back into 
Physiolab. However this only works if you have the same application installed. If someone sends 
a stress profile, and you do not have that profile in your Clarity applications already, you cannot 
move it back or view it. 
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